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Introduction

Pseudonymous cryptocurrencies, such as Bit coin

(Nakamoto, 2008), represent a paradigm shift

away from centrally controlled fiat currencies

towards a self-regulating decentralized peer-to-

peer system. However, similarly to traditional

central bank controlled currencies, they are

traded against other crypto- and fiat currencies

on exchanges.

While numerous studies examine the competition

between different cryptocurrencies, little re -

 search on the competition of cryptocurrency ex -

changes exists and is limited to an analysis of

Gandal and Hałaburda (2014). In light of the expo-

nential growth in both the number of cryptocur-

rencies as well as their total market capitaliza-

tion, an understanding of the competition among

cryptocurrency exchanges is important. For

ex am ple, in a recent study, Gandal et al. (2017)

examine suspicious trading activities on the now

defunct cryptocurrency exchange Mt. Gox. They

find that the actions of a single rogue trader

resulted in a tanking Bitcoin price, which took

three years to recover. During that time, Mt. Gox

was handling around 70% of the entire Bitcoin

trading volume on exchanges. 

This example fosters our assumption that a

healthy competition between cryptocurrency

exchanges (i.e., a high level of market fragmenta-

tion) is beneficial – particularly to ensure that no

single venue is “too big to fail”. Gandal et al. (2017)

argue that “regulators may want to begin taking

an active oversight role as the Bitcoin ecosystem

becomes more integrated into international

finance and payment systems”. To re gu late cryp-

tocurrencies and cryptocurrency exchanges, it is

necessary to gain an understanding of ways to

measure competition in the first place. Then, a

thorough analysis of driving forces behind compe-

tition metrics can help to guide regulatory efforts.

However, it is important to recognize that regula-

tions targeting cryptocurrencies directly cannot

be efficiently enforced due to their inherently

decentralized nature. Thus, any potential regula-

tion of the cryptocurrency market must address

more centralized components of the Bitcoin

ecosystem – such as cryptocurrency exchanges.

Based on these considerations, we formulate the

following research question (Janze and Gvoz devs -

kiy, 2017): How does the market and community
influence the competition of cryptocurrency
exchanges?  

Methodology 

To address our research question, we design an

exploratory research model taking both market-

related and community-related aspects of two

different types of cryptocurrency exchange com-

petition into account: First, the competition

re garding trading frequency (fragmentation of the

total daily transactions), and second, re gar ding

the trading quantity (fragmentation of the total

daily traded quantity), both measured by means of

the Herfindahl-Hirschman-Index (HHI).

We operationalize our research models by for-

mulating five sets of testable hypotheses (H) re -

lated to the market (H1, H2) and the community

(H3, H4, H5), which we derived from previous

theo retical considerations and empirical ob ser -

vations. To test our hypotheses, we compile a

data set from three data sources. Our final data

set comprises daily data regarding 24 Bitcoin-fiat

currency pairs traded on 79 crypto currency

exchanges covering the time frame from 2011 to

2015. Furthermore, the data in clu des posts dis-

cussing the 79 ex chan ges on Reddit, which we

extracted from a corpus of 2.13 billion posts. We

further preprocess the data and create new fea-

tures via natural language processing and Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Furt her more, our data

set entails Wikipedia search query statistics. The

following equation explicitly formalizes our panel

regression specifications. 

where v is the type of competition (model 1: tra -

ding frequency, model 2: trading quantity) and Xt,ccy

is a set of K independent market- and commu-

nity-related variables clustered by time t and

currency pair ccy. C denotes a set of D controls

and ε an error term.

Empirical Findings 

Table 1 summarizes our OLS estimation of both

panel regression specifications. Within hypothe-

ses set H1, we investigate the influence of market

participants’ trading activity on the level of com-

petition: H1a posits that an increased level of

trading activity (total number of executed trades)

is associated with an in crea sed level of competi-

tion. We accept this hypothesis for both models.

This implies that an increase in trading activity

results in a more competitive market. H1b states

that an in crea sed average exe cution size results

in an increased level of competition. We accept

this hypothesis for model 2.
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Hypotheses set H2 is concerned with the effects

of uncertainty on the level of competition: H2a

assumes that an increased level of price entropy

(standard deviation of the mean execution prize

on exchanges) is associated with a decreased

level of competition between cryptocurrency

exchanges. We reject this hypothesis for both

types of competition examined. H2b states that an

increased level of trading entropy (volatility of the

number of trades) is associated with an increased

competition between cryptocurrency exchanges.

We accept this hypothesis for model 2. 

Within hypotheses sets H3, H4, and H5, we

examine the impact of the community on the

level of competition.

Hypotheses set H3 is concerned with the engage-

ment of the community: H3a suggests that an

increased level of novice interest (page views of

the English Wikipedia Bitcoin article) in cryp-

tocurrencies is associated with decreased cryp-

tocurrency exchange competition. We can con-

firm this hypothesis for model 1. H3b posits

that an increased level of enthusiast coverage

(number of Reddit posts) is associated with a de-

 cre ased cryptocurrency exchange competition,

whe reas H3c assumes that an increased level of

enthusiast concentration (number of Reddit posts

per author) is associated with a decreased cryp-

tocurrency exchange competition. We reject both

hypotheses H3b and H3c for both models.

Hypotheses set H4 examines the impact of the

writing style on the competition of cryptocurrency

exchanges: H4a expects that an increased posi-

tive sentiment expressed by the community

towards the overall cryptocurrency exchange

market is associated with an increased competi-

tion. H4b assumes that an increased depth of

community contributions regarding cryptocur-

rency exchanges (mean word count of Reddit

posts) is associated with a decreased competi-

tion. We reject both H4a and H4b. H4c states that

an increased topical focus of contributions

re garding cryptocurrency exchanges (mean HHI

of LDA-10 topic distribution of Reddit posts) is

associated with a decreased competition between

cryptocurrency exchanges. We confirm this hypo -

thesis for model 1.

Hypotheses set H5 studies effects of social feed-

back on the competition of cryptocurrency ex -

changes: H5a posits that higher grades assigned

by consumers of community contributions re gar -

ding cryptocurrency exchanges (Reddit score) are

associated with a decreased competition between

cryptocurrency exchanges. We reject this hypo -

the sis for both model 1 and 2. H5b expects that an

increase level of controversial votes on Reddit

assigned by consumers of community contribu-

tions regarding cryptocurrency exchanges

are associated with an increased competition

bet ween cryptocurrency exchanges. We confirm

this hypothesis for model 1. H5c states that an

in crea sed level of donations by consumers of

community contributions to the creators of the

contributions is associated with a decreased

competition between cryptocurrency exchanges.

We reject this hypothesis for both model 1 and 2. 

Conclusion 

Within our study, we examine two potential driving

forces of the cryptocurrency exchange competi-

tion. The first driver covers the market itself. The

second driving force covers the surrounding user

community, i.e., discussions around the crypto -

currency exchanges on user-generated content

(UGC) platforms. We focus on these two types of

drivers since they are observable on both cryp-

tocurrency exchanges as well as UGC platforms,

which both are mostly centralized. This makes the

enforcement of regulations aiming at improving

and sustaining a healthy level of competition viable. 

We find that the competition for transaction fre-

quency between cryptocurrency exchanges is

both driven by the market as well as the sur-

rounding community. Furthermore, we find that

the competition for quantity is only driven by the

market. Future studies should conduct Granger

tests to identify cause and effect relationships

among the competitive forces.
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Table 1: Drivers of the Cryptocurrency Exchange Competition

A
Market

Activity

Competitive Force Hypothesis Model 1:
Frequency

Model 2: 
Quantity

H1a ↑ trading activity → exchange competition ↑ accept accept
H1b ↑ average execution size→ exchange competition ↑ accept

Uncertainty
H2a ↑ price entropy→ exchange competition ↓
H2b ↑ trading entropy  exchange competition ↑ accept

B
Community

Engagement

Writing Style

Social
Feedback

H3a ↑ novice interest→ exchange competition ↓ accept
H3b ↑ enthusiast coverage→ exchange competition ↓
H3c ↑ enthusiast concentration→ exchange competition ↓
H4a ↑ positive sentiment→ exchange competition ↑
H4b ↑ depth→ exchange competition ↓
H4c ↑ topical focus→ exchange competition ↓ accept
H5a ↑ grades→ exchange competition ↓
H5b ↑ controversity→ exchange competition ↑ accept
H5c ↑ donations→ exchange competition ↓

Note: the symbols ↑, ↓ and → represent an increase, decrease, and a hypothesized relationship, respectively.
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